
	  

Expert Pack: Dimensions of Colonial America, Week 1 
 

    
Topic/Subject 

Life of kids in Jamestown and Plymouth settlements 
 

Texts/Resources 
 

Book(s) 
1. Molly Bannaky  
2. The Thirteen Colonies 
3. Who’s Saying What in Jamestown, Thomas Savage?  

Article(s) 
4. “Education in the 13 Colonies” 
5.  “Parks in the 13 American Colonies” 

Other Media   
       6.  www.plimoth.org/learn/just-kids/talk-pilgrim 
       7.  www.scholastic.com/scholastic_thanksgiving/letters/Mayflower_letter2.htm 
 
This expert pack contains a variety of selections grouped to create as coherent and gradual a 
learning process for students as possible, generally beginning with lower levels as measured 
by quantitative and qualitative measures, and moving to more complex levels in the latter 
selections. This gradated approach helps support students’ ability to read the next selection 
and to become ‘experts’ on the topic they are reading about.   
 
Refer to annotated bibliography on the following pages for the suggested sequence of 
readings. 
 

 
Rationale and suggested sequence for reading: 

 
What were the childhood challenges of living in early colonial America? 
 
The Expert Pack (EP) starts with a letter a girl writes home to her aunt in England about the 
first winter in Plimoth and how difficult life is there because of the cold, lack of food and 
disease. The heartfelt letter from a child’s perspective paints a vivid picture of life’s hardships 
in the colonies and hooks students’ interest in learning more about a kid’s life at the beginning 
of American history. The reading demands are manageable and offer a solid introduction to 
some of the vocabulary and knowledge that will offer access to subsequent materials in the 
Pack.  To build on this initial image of life in the early colonies for children, students read 
Who’s Saying What in Jamestown, Thomas Savage? (biography of the interpreter for 
Jamestown and the surrounding native Americans, Chapter 1). Through the eyes of a 13 year-
old orphan, students grow their knowledge about life in the early colonies and the dynamic 
with the surrounding indigenous Native American communities.  Next, students read two 
sections from The Thirteen Colonies, pgs.9-21 as rich background on how and why 
Jamestown and Plimoth colonies were established. From here students engage with a variety 
of genres and resource types to deepen their content knowledge and grow their academic 
vocabulary. 



	  

 
The middle chunk of the EP’s trajectory is a deeper dive into the experiences of young 
colonists as well as layering in more knowledge about life in the early colonies through a 
variety of modalities: 

●  “Education in the 13 Colonies” (short informational article that describes the education 
options for boys; girls were not educated) 

● “Parks in the 13 American Colonies” (short informational article that describes the 
purposes of commons in colonies) 

● Colonial speech-auditory available “Talk Like a Pilgrim” website with auditory recordings 
of old English used in the colonies) 
 

To cap off the Expert Pack module, students read the nonfiction picture book Molly Bannaky, 
with historically accurate illustrations, that portrays the life of Molly Walsh, a British girl who 
arrives in the colonies as an indentured servant, claims her own tobacco farm, frees and 
marries her slave Banneky and are the grandparents of Benjamin Banneker, an important 
American scientist. 
 

 
 

  



	  

Annotated Bibliography 
and suggested sequence for reading 

 
 

1060L   Letters From a Pilgrim Child Autumn 1620 

Author: Unknown 

Genre: Historical Fiction  

Length:  Word count 381  

Synopsis: A Pilgrim girl writes home to England about the first winter in Plimoth and how 
difficult life is there from the cold, lack of food and disease. 

Citation: Letters From the New World: Teaching Tips | Scholastic.com. (n.d.). Retrieved 
February 24, 2015, from http://www.scholastic.com/teachers/article/letters-new-world-teaching-
tips 

Cost/Access:  $0.00  
http://www.scholastic.com/scholastic_thanksgiving/letters/Mayflower_letter2.htm   

Recommended Student Activities:  Wonderings 

 

810L   Who’s Saying What in Jamestown, Thomas Savage? 

Author: Jean Fritz 

Genre: Nonfiction 

Length:  Chapter 1 (pg.6-18) 

Synopsis: The chapter allows the reader to meet Thomas Savage, a 13 year old orphan who 
came to Jamestown in 1607 as a captain’s boy to Christopher Newport.  Thomas would be 
sent to live with the Powhatan to learn their language and serve as an interpreter. 

Citation: Fritz, J., & Comport, S. (2007). Who's saying what in Jamestown, Thomas Savage? 
G. P. Putnam's Sons: New York, NY. 

Cost/Access:  $3.80   http://www.amazon.com/Whos-Saying-Jamestown-Thomas-
Savage/dp/0142414018 

Recommended Student Activities:  Quiz Maker 

 

940L    The Thirteen Colonies 

Author: Marc Tyler Noblemen 

Genre: Nonfiction 

Length:  pg. 4,5 and 9-21 



	  

Synopsis: The introduction on pages 4 and 5 sets the stage for how and why Europeans chose 
to come to the New World to establish colonies and the hardships involved.  Then Jamestown 
and Plymouth are spotlighted as early colonies, along with the prominent leaders and people 
who settled there. 

Citation: Nobleman, M. (2002). The Thirteen Colonies. Minneapolis: Compass Point Books. 

Cost/Access:  $7.95 <http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/4177242-the-thirteen-colonies> 

Recommended Student Activities:  Quiz Maker 

 

950L   Education in the 13 American Colonies 

Author: NA 

Genre: Nonfiction 

Length:  Word count 280 

Synopsis:  This is a description of how kids were educated in the colonies; boys went to school 
while girls did not.  Schooling occurred at home or in small schools and began so children 
could read the Bible. 

Citation:  Social Studies for Kids. (2015).  Retrieved January 23, 2015, from 
http://www.socialstudiesforkids.com/articles/ushistory/13coloniesschool.htm 

Cost/Access:  $0.00   
http://www.socialstudiesforkids.com/articles/ushistory/13coloniesschool.htm 

Recommended Student Activities:  Wonderings  

 

 

970L   Parks in the 13 American Colonies 

Author: NA 

Genre: Nonfiction 

Length:  Word count 189 

Synopsis:  This is a description of how villages had open areas or parks in the center of the 
town called a common, where children played games familiar to kids today (e.g., tag, 
hopscotch), adults met and livestock grazed. 

Citation:  Social Studies for Kids. (2015). Retrieved January 23, 2015, from  
http://www.socialstudiesforkids.com/articles/ushistory/13coloniespark.htm 

Cost/Access:  $0.00  http://www.socialstudiesforkids.com/articles/ushistory/13coloniespark.htm 

Recommended Student Activities:  Wonderings  



	  

 

NA   Talk Like a Pilgrim 

Author: NA 

Genre: Nonfiction 

Length:  NA 

Synopsis:  This website provides many examples of common phrases used today and how 
they would have sounded in 17th century English.  Children can listen to someone speak the 
phrases. 

Citation: Talk Like a Pilgrim. (n.d.). Retrieved February 24, 2015, from 
http://www.plimoth.org/learn/just-kids/talk-pilgrim 

              Cost/Access:  $0.00    http://www.plimoth.org/learn/just-kids/talk-pilgrim 

Recommended Student Activities:  Listen to recordings on the website.  Students could then 
try to make their own recordings for others to decipher. 

 

AD720L  Molly Bannaky 

Author: Alice McGill 

Genre: Historical Fiction  

Length:  unpaged 

Synopsis:  This is a historically correct story of Molly Walsh who is banished to Maryland as an 
indentured servant in 1683.  She completes her servitude, stakes a claim of land and 
eventually marries a slave she freed.  They are the grandparents of Benjamin Banneker. 

Citation:   McGill, A., & Soentpiet, C. (1999). Molly Bannaky. Boston, Mass.: Houghton Mifflin. 

Cost/Access:  $8.99   http://www.amazon.com/Molly-Bannaky-Chris-K-
Soentpiet/dp/0547076762  

Recommended Student Activities:  Quiz Maker 

 



	  

Supports for Struggling Students 

 

By design, the gradation of complexity within each Expert Pack is a technique that provides 
struggling readers the opportunity to read more complex texts.  Listed below are other measures of 
support that can be used when necessary. 

 

● Provide a brief student-friendly glossary of some of the academic vocabulary (tier 2) and 
domain vocabulary (tier 3) essential to understanding the text 
 

● Download the Wordsmyth widget to classroom computers/tablets for students to access student-
friendly definitions for unknown words.  http://www.wordsmyth.net/?mode=widget  

 

● Provide brief student friendly explanations of necessary background knowledge 
 

● Include pictures or videos related to the topic within and in addition to the set of resources in the 
pack 

 

● Select a small number of texts to read aloud with some discussion about vocabulary work and 
background knowledge 

 

● Provide audio recordings of the texts being read by a strong reader (teacher, parent, etc.) 
 

● Chunk the text and provide brief questions for each chunk of text to be answered before students 
go on to the next chunk of text 

 

● Pre-reading activities that focus on the structure and graphic elements of the text 
 

● Provide volunteer helpers from the school community during independent reading time. 
 


